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Abbreviations
AAA

Australian Archaeological Association (AAA)

AACAI

Australian Association of Consulting Archaeologists Incorporated

AIMA

Australasian Institute of Maritime Archaeology

ANCATL

Australian National Committee for Archaeological Teaching and Learning

APDIG

Australian Photographic Digital Imaging Guidelines

ASHA

Australasian Society for Historical Archaeology

CIfA

Chartered Institute for Archaeologists

DSLR

Digital Single Lens Reflex

DEHP

Department of Environment and Heritage Protection

ICOMOS

International Council of Monuments and Sites

JPEG

Joint Expert Photographic Group

NEC

National Executive Committee (AACAI)

NLA

National Library of Australia

OEH

Office of Environment and Heritage

RPA

Remotely Piloted Aircraft

TIFF

Tagged Information File Format
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Preface
Archaeological photography is a key pillar of archaeological practice worldwide. The aim of this Standard is to provide a
national framework for improving the consistency and quality of documentation of archaeological artefacts, contexts and
heritage places in both heritage consulting and academia. It has been prepared following delivery of a paper titled Towards
a National Photographic Standard for Australian Archaeology at the 2012 Australian Archaeological Association (AAA)
Annual Conference.
Given the exponential rise of digital technology over the last two decades, national and international archaeological
photography standards are required to ensure heritage investigations are adequately documented and consistent
methodology is developed. Current digital methods should permit us to exceed the quality and standards of the late
nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
When undertaking built heritage assessments, archaeological survey, excavation or salvage, producing a high quality visual
archive of cultural artefacts and features is imperative, particularly when the method of investigation is destructive. Robust
archaeological photographic standards in the heritage industry are critical as the photograph is the key visual evidence more
easily transmitted than the object itself.
In consultancy, the client may not necessarily be interested in the textual and visual output of the report but if the heritage is
likely to constrain the proposed activity. Despite this perspective, the requirement for visual documentation and archival
preservation to a high standard is even greater when considerable expense can be incurred in completing heritage
assessments, in particular when lithic assemblages are required to be reburied as a result of project recommendations.
Holdaway and Stern (2004) maintain that stone artefacts constitute over 99% of the extant Indigenous artefactual material
likely to be found in Australia, yet what standards are currently in place to guide what percentage of an lithic assemblage is
visually recorded in situ or in a laboratory?
Adoption of a standard may not necessarily require the use of newer digital technologies in heritage — different approaches
or greater diligence in using the equipment to record more artefact detail and more information for archival deposit may be
all that is required. As Dorrell (1996) pointed our nearly 20 years ago, archaeologists should not get caught up in new
technology for technology’s sake:
Whatever the new techniques available to archaeology and conservation in the coming years the goals of photography will remain
the same: maximum clarity, a comprehensive and comprehensible record of the site or the artefact and an enduring archive.

Stewardship from the heritage industry is required to guide good practice in the visual recording of our past (AACAI Code of
Ethics 5.1).
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Use of the Standard
This Standard outlines the equipment, processes and requirements of photographic recording in cultural heritage. It is a
standard for all types of heritage places and objects including, but not necessarily limited to, buildings, artefacts, features,
landscapes, interiors, excavated places, private and community object collections, cultural and social aspects of place,
people, monuments and intangible places. This standards document is not designed to serve as a technical archaeological
photography manual.
AACAI members have a responsibility to adopt professional standards, specify the most appropriate of available standards,
enforce compliance and validate the Standard by verifying good practice. This Standard has been prepared to meet
objective 2C of the AACAI Constitution to ‘establish, maintain and encourage adherence to professional standards and
ethics by fellow consultants’.
It is intended that this Standard be used by AACAI members, in addition to academic, government and other heritage
practitioners. This Standard can be also be adopted by local councils as a best practice reference document for the process
of archival photographic recording of local heritage. Following support from AACAI and in principle support from AAA, ASHA
and Australia ICOMOS, this Standard forms a key reference for state heritage legislation and regulations describing
photographic requirements. The standard incorporates digital photographic developments, examines both Aboriginal and
historical heritage photographic context, and expands on archival recording requirements set out in Photographic Recording
of Heritage Items using Film or Digital Capture in (NSW Heritage Office 2006). It follows the principles of adequate
documentation for conservation practice established in the Australia ICOMOS Burra Charter, 20131.
The Standard provides an overview of the current legal requirements and regulatory guidelines available to inform the
practice of archaeological photography in Australia (Section 1); equipment specifications for cultural heritage (Section 2);
specifications for archival photographic reports, buildings and field survey (Section 3); specifications for artefact photography
(Section 4); specifications for excavation photography (Section 5); and specifications for storage and preservation of image
data (Section 6). References are provided in Section 7. The appendices include appropriate use of archaeological scales in
archaeology; applicable standards and approach when using 3D laser imaging; the use of remotely piloted aircraft;
specifications applicable when visually recording rock art; and further information on metadata and steps required to
preserve digital images and a glossary to explain technical terms.
Where archival photographic services are requested in the form of a client brief or permit conditions, this Standard should
provide the necessary communication between the client (the user of the information) and the photographer (information
supplier) required for the successful application of photographic recording.
This Standard is not intended to be static document. Future versions of the Standard will be released as necessary, for
example, so as to include specifications applicable to 3D laser scanning or underwater archaeology.
While specialist scientific and medical photography, videography, fixed wing aerial and underwater photography are not
detailed within this photographic standard, the principles and ethical requirements should apply to AACAI members utilising
specialist imaging within a project.

1

Burra Charter Articles 4, 26.1, 26.2, 27.2, 31.2, 33 and 34
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1 Standards and Archaeological Photography
1.1

Standards

Technical standards can either be standards followed by informal convention or dominant usage (de facto), part of legally
binding contracts, laws or regulations (de jure) or standards people may consider using (voluntary).Standards can be
guidance documents which include a defined commercial document such as Australian Standards®; international standards
and joint Standards, codes, specifications, handbooks and guidelines. In their own words, Standards Australia does not set
a ‘pedestal of perfection’—standards documents are required to be practical and set achievable goals in industry2.
Standards are generally based on sound industrial and scientific experience and are constantly reviewed to align with new
technologies. Standards encompass consumer products and services, construction, engineering, business, information
technology, human services to energy and water utilities, and the environment. Standards evolve out of an environment of
existing complimentary standards, legislation, regulations, guides, practice notes and accepted industry practices. Relevant
photographic standards include those for the digitisation of records3.
Standards4 are generally defined as:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Something established by authority, custom or general consent as a model or example; a criterion;
A (prescribed) degree of quality or worth;
Moral integrity, principles;
Something set up and established by authority as rule for the measure of quantity, weight, extent, value or quality.

Aside from the criteria of safety, the key terms and concepts of standards consist of:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

published document;
reliability;
consistency;
common language; and,
quality

Standards Australia defines a standard as “published documents setting out specifications and procedures designed to
ensure products, services and systems are safe, reliable and consistently perform the way they were intended to. They
establish a common language which defines quality and safety criteria”5.

1.2

Archaeological photography

Within this Standard, archaeological photography is taken to refer to the photography of cultural heritage, photography of
heritage places and objects, and photographic archival recording. Archaeological photography has been defined as:
The visual documentation of terrestrial or underwater cultural landscapes and associated sites, features and artefacts. The
archaeologist photographs the pre-excavated site; relationships between the site and surrounding landscape; site features and
standing structures; artefacts; spatial association between artefacts; trench stratigraphy and excavation layers; field survey finds
and the final site exposed and cleaned. The archaeological photographer also records team members using equipment to
illustrate archaeological methods for lectures and publications (Schlitz 2005).

As stated, this Standard in itself does not provide detailed technical information on how to photograph but can refer to
publications and processes which provide technical guidance to achieve what is documented in the standard. As such, the
AACAI Photographic Standard for Cultural Heritage is a guidance document to provide professional archaeologists with
photographic requirements.

Standards Australia 2014
Information and documentation-Implementation guidelines for digitalization of records, AS/NZS ISO 13028, based on
ISO/TR 13028:2010 - to provide implementation guidelines for processes and policies for converting hard copy or nondigital records into digital format
4 Longman Dictionary of the English Language 1984
5 Standards Australia 2014 http://www.standards.org.au/. last accessed 12 November 2014
2
3
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1.3

Standard of archaeological photography

It is recognised that a client may not necessarily be interested in the full details within a heritage report, but rather their
primary concern will be a summary of what was recorded and where, and resulting management implications. In particular,
the focus is usually where heritage may constrain development within a defined project area. Despite this focus, a high
standard of visual documentation and archival preservation is imperative in the completion of heritage assessments. In any
consulting or academic archaeological project the ability to visually re-record heritage by returning to an archaeological
landscape or process is usually not practical due to:
a.

removal of environmental or cultural material during salvage or excavation;

b.

repatriation of heritage to stakeholders/traditional owners;

c.

cost and time;

d.

land access and permission constraints;

e.

impacts between visitation; and/or,

f.

project duration.

Cultural heritage survey, excavation or salvage without a high standard of visual recording does not meet AACAI best
technical practice and ethical requirements. AACAI members should aim for the highest quality images to be preserved as
part of the project archive and also to make the project archive accessible, subject to confidentiality or commercial-inconfidence requirements.

1.4

Archaeological image data

Photographs to illustrate presentations, publications and consultancy reports are selected to communicate key aspects of a
project but do not represent the sum total of visual data relating to that project. Few archaeological images from a project
are published. As with archaeological consulting reports, an archaeological photographic dataset associated with both
consulting and academic projects is also generally not available in the public domain in Australia. While there are current
initiatives underway to facilitate datasets being made available across media platforms and within the archaeological
community within Australia 6, it is difficult to consistently obtain, query and disseminate a complete archaeological
photographic archive (if it exists in a meaningful form), whether it is derived from an academic or consulting project. A
standardized approach to managing, storing and disseminating photographic data sets in Australia is required 7. The
difficulty in achieving a standardized approach for archaeological photographic data is due to a range of factors: the
historical progression of archaeology in Australia and lack of detailed regulatory requirements; the transition from film to
digital format; insufficient technical training or competency assessment; lack of associated image metadata; disparate
legislative requirements; inadequate storage and location of datasets and lack of funds for digitisation, deposition and
preservation.

1.5

Requirements for the photographer

The photographer undertaking recording of a heritage place or assemblage should:

Federated Archaeological Information Management System (FAIMS)
The Chartered Institute for Archaeologists (CIfA) has developed a range of Regulations, Standards and Guidelines that are
binding on all members and Registered Organisations to ensure that CIfA members work to high ethical and professional
standards http://www.archaeologists.net/codes/ifa. General photographic requirements are incorporated into the relevant
CIfA Standard and Guideline which also reference specifications and requirements of the relevant Archaeology Data Service
guide.
6
7
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a.
b.
c.

d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

1.6

Have the requisite skill and/or training to undertake photographic recording assignments;
Have the appropriate photographic equipment to complete the photographic recording in compliance with the
Standard;
Be aware of potential hazards at heritage places including demolition, working in confined spaces, dangerous
substances, adverse environmental and weather conditions, machinery and vehicle movement, noise, dust,
remote locations, working at height, overhead hazards or working near or over water;
Have public liability insurance (and workers compensation insurance where necessary);
Understand the requirements of relevant Occupational Health and Safety legislation, complete a risk
assessment/hazard control plan and work safety plan;
Be able to meet the client’s working and safety requirements;
Prior to commencement of recording visit the site with someone who has in-depth understanding of the heritage
place; and,
Wear appropriate personal protection equipment (PPE) and use additional safety equipment based on the risk
assessment/work safety plan.

Definition of terms

A glossary of terms used in this standard is provided in Appendix 6.

1.7

Legislation and photographic requirements

There are currently considerable differences in photographic requirements for archaeological projects in Australia as
demonstrated in Table 1-1. AACAI members are required to follow the appropriate international, national and state
guidelines, regulations, codes and acts relevant to the jurisdiction in which they conduct heritage projects, and the nature of
the project itself. A full description of state legislative and regulatory requirements is provided in Appendix 7.
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Table 1-1 Australian photographic requirements for cultural heritage
International
UNESCO World Heritage and International Charters
Australia
Burra Charter 1999; Australia ICOMOS
Environment Protection Biodiversity Control (EPBC) Act 1999
Australian and Torres Strait Island Heritage Protection Act 1984
AACAI Code of Ethics, AAA Code of Ethics, ICOMOS Ethical Commitment Statement
Historical Heritage Legislation
State/Territory

Document

Indigenous Heritage Legislation
Type

Document

Type

Australian
Capital Territory
(ACT)
Office of
Environment
and Heritage
(OEH) NSW

Photographic Recording of Guideline
Heritage Items using Film or
Digital Capture 2006

OEH Code of Practice

Guideline

NT
QLD (DEHP)

Archival Recording of
Heritage Places

Guideline

SA

Aboriginal Heritage Act under review

TAS
VIC

Photographic recording for
Heritage Objects and Places
2007

Technical note

WA

A Guide to Preparing an
Archival Record / Digital
Images Fact Sheet

Guideline

Standards of Recording Victorian
Aboriginal Heritage Places and
Objects 2008

Guideline

Aboriginal Heritage Act under review

State planning frameworks – local heritage guidelines and schedules

1.8
1.8.1

Ethical photography of heritage places and objects
AACAI code of ethics

The AACAI Code of Ethics is referenced within this Standard is to be followed when undertaking the photography of heritage
places and objects. As this Standard is endorsed in principle by AAA, ANCATL, ASHA and ICOMOS8 Australia, the relevant
ethical codes and principles of these organisations should be adhered to where not mutually exclusive.

Article 4: ICOMOS members should maintain, refine and update their knowledge of contemporary conservation philosophy,
practice and techniques including relevant legal requirements, where applicable furthering their development, exchanging
information and sharing experience (subject to a client’s or employer’s right of confidentiality). ICOMOS members can also
be members of the professional organisations affiliated with their training and field of work, adhering to their relevant codes
and disciplinary standards (ICOMOS 2014).
8
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Visual recording of stakeholders, cultural material associated with groups and archaeological contexts and places shall be
undertaken according to the following principles:
a.

b.

c.
d.
1.8.2

Before, during and after the photographic process, and in accordance with the principles of Ask First (2002), an
AACAI member shall be sensitive to, and respect the legitimate concerns of groups whose cultural background is
the subject of investigations (AACAI Code of Ethics 3.1; Section 1.8));
Photographs or recordings for the purpose of commercial reproduction or publication of Aboriginal or Torres Strait
Islander sites, protected areas or Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander lands may require permission from a
responsible Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander, Commonwealth or State authority;
Archaeological photography may also be subject to additional requirements in National Parks;
AACAI members are to comply with Australian copyright law and AACAI policies.
Digital manipulation

Archaeological photography is a form of scientific photography and requires that the representation of subjects or results be
standardised9. The ultimate aim is to provide a clear, visually correct representation of what is seen by the viewer or what
can be represented (Schlitz 2007; Dorrell 1996). On this basis, the following principles with regard to the digital manipulation
of images are to be observed:
a.
b.
c.

d.

9

Images should provide a clear and accurate record of heritage and not altered or modified to provide a distorted
result to an AACAI member, client or heritage stakeholder;
RAW images recorded in camera are to be archived;
Digital manipulation of archaeological imagery should not be undertaken unless it is for the purposes of
archaeological illustration or artistic expression or unless post-processing is required for improvement of exposure,
clarity and comprehension;
A post-processing statement is required for images in a report or digital archive if post-processing of an
archaeological image was required on a scientific basis to improve exposure and clarity (Section 1.8.2.c).

Ray (1999)
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2 Equipment specifications for photography of heritage places and
objects
2.1

Camera format

2.1.1

Large and medium format cameras

While the ideal, large and medium format cameras (including the use of digital backs) are heavier and generally less flexible
systems for photographic recording. Their use by experienced photographers is required in the following circumstances:
a.

b.

2.1.2

Prior to approved impacts on internationally significant cultural heritage and/or places of national cultural heritage
significance, a photographic record is to be undertaken by experienced photographers using the highest possible
quality and resolution supervised by professional archaeologists with an understanding of the heritage place or
object; and,
Where such places are likely to be registered or are nominated, recommendations/management actions are to
include high resolution photography undertaken by experienced photographers as a condition of nomination or
recommendation.
Digital single lens reflex (DSLR)

The minimum specification for DSLR10 photographic equipment is:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
2.1.3

Digital Single Lens Reflex (DSLR) camera body (preferably full frame);
Minimum sensor resolution of 6 microns (preferably greater than 6 microns);
Sensor greater than 10 megapixels11;
Ability to output RAW files;
Full manual control over shutter speed and aperture;
ISO and white balance control;
Electronic or remote release; and,
Capacity for external flash.
Single lens reflex (SLR) film cameras

Black and white film archival photographic recording of heritage landscapes, buildings or features required by heritage
regulators is to be achieved by:
a.
b.
c.
d.

e.

Quality SLR film camera body with full manual control
Use of minimum 100 ISO professional grade film (50 ISO film is preferable for nationally significant objects and
places);
A tripod for interior and low-light recording;
For black and white film processing, processing for long-term stability and colour film processing and storage refer
to the NSW Heritage Office 2006 Photographic Recording of Heritage Items using Film or Digital Capture, National
Library of Australia (NLA) and professional image laboratory guidelines;
If camera equipment in section 2.1.3 (a) or film stock in 2.1.3 (b) is no longer available or easily sourced, an
equivalent digital resolution and output is to be obtained.

Four-Thirds cameras are an alternative format
DSLR equipment being upgraded based on megapixel count increase of 25% will not result in a noticeable difference in
output or resolution. Upgrades of DSLR equipment based on a 50% or greater increase in megapixels and higher sensor
resolution will result in output and resolution advantages in archiving archaeological imagery. Lens quality, sensor size and
micron resolution is more useful for the quality of digital output and archaeological detail required than megapixel count.
10
11
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2.1.4

Compact cameras

Compact cameras are not to be used for the primary archaeological and archival record.
2.1.5

Smart phone, tablet and GPS cameras

Smart phone, tablet and GPS cameras units are not to be used for the primary archaeological and archival record.
2.1.6

3D laser scanning

Refer Appendix 2

2.2

Lenses

Professional grade F2.8 (fast aperture) lenses are preferable for heritage photography. The minimum lens specifications for
DSLR photographic recording in cultural heritage is:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

2.3

A combination of quality prime/fixed focal length lenses (24, 28, 35, 50, 80,105 or 200 mm) or;
24–200 mm quality optical zoom lens; or,
A combination of high quality zoom lenses between 24–200 mm;
Digital zoom lens function should not be used;
1:1 macro lenses are to be used for archaeological artefacts (Section 4.1);
35–200 mm lenses may be used for larger archaeological artefacts;
Wide angle lenses (less than 35mm focal length) are not be used with artefacts and scales (Section 4.1);
Lenses greater than 35 mm focal length are to be used for section profile recording; and,
Perspective control (PC) lenses should be used for archival recording of the exterior or interior of buildings to
avoid distortion at the edge of the frame if adequate focal length and distance to subject ratio cannot be
maintained. Where software is used to correct perspective, the software, version and methodology is to be
provided with the image (and in any image archived).

Lighting

Archaeological images should be sufficiently illuminated to provide the maximum clarity and exposure. Archaeological
images should not be subject to strong contrast. The minimum supplementary lighting specifications for photographic
recording are:
a.
b.

c.
d.

12

Dedicated external flash, LED, HDMI, fluorescent providing D65 equivalent illumination;
For photography within large building interiors, caves, overhangs, deep excavation and in all situations where lowlight exposures are required, externally powered strobe (with slave units), tungsten, fluoro, LED flash or
continuous lighting equivalent to D65 or tripod with remote release/long/multiple exposure should be used;
A tripod or lens stabilisation and remote release are to be used for low light and artefact recording with macro
lenses;
Contrast reduction for survey and excavation photography should be achieved by photographing at the
appropriate time of day where feasible; using cloud cover at the moment of exposure; using neutral density filters;
High Dynamic Range (HDR)12; use of artificial light (HDMI, LED, flash) reflectors; scrims or any other suitable
equipment.

Wheatley (2011)
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3 Standard Specification for Archival Photographic Reports, Buildings
and Field Survey
A photographic recording is an archival record of a heritage place or object (whether historical building, intangible place or
cultural heritage artefact). The rationale for undertaking a commissioned archival photographic report is to adequately
document a heritage place or object(s) which will be diminished by partial or total impact from construction or alteration or to
aid in protection of that heritage place or object upon registration.

3.1

Photographic archival requirement
a.

b.
c.
d.

3.2

A photographic archival recording of an item(s) on a State Heritage Register may be required by a Heritage
Council or State regulator as part of conditional approval for works to be carried out on the place or object, before
full or partial impact13;
The photographic archival record is to consist of outputs as described in this standard for repositories of heritage
data (State heritage regulators, councils and agencies as indicated in Section 1.8);
An archival photographic report can be required during any stage of an archaeological investigation;
Local councils may require an archival photographic record of a heritage item on their local environmental plan as
part of an approval process.

Photographic report

The archival photographic report must contain the following:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

3.3

An introduction describing the purpose of the report;
Brief description of the subject;
Methodology, equipment used, film or digital processing and personnel;
Limitations of the photographic recording;
Recommendations for future work (if required);
Catalogue sheets;
Photographic plan;
Supplementary maps or plans; and,
Hardcopy and digital photographic images on media (refer Section 6.1.2).

Photographic plan

The archival photographic plan should be undertaken as follows:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

13

The photographer is to have a scale map of the heritage place on which each building, structure or movable item
is shown;
Where existing maps are inadequate or unavailable, a sketch plan should be drawn by the photographer or
assistant to increase their awareness of the buildings and features;
Each building, structure or feature is meaningfully named or denoted by an alphanumeric symbol;
Spaces and buildings should be drawn separately depending on the complexity of the photographic recording;
A plan of elements within the heritage place should be obtained and each image or frame exposed should be
noted directly on the relevant plan;
Each photographic entry on the plan is to show the position of the camera and the direction the camera was
facing;
Nomenclature should be determined prior to recording and be identical to the photographic catalogue;
A map of the site or a plan of a building is to be lodged with the catalogue sheet and contact sheet in the case of
film photography;

NSW Office of Environment and Heritage (2006:38)
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i.

A map of the site or a plan of a building is to be lodged with the catalogue sheet and thumbnail image sheet with
digital recording;
The photographic plan must have a true or grid north point; and,
The plan should show the sequence in which the photographs were taken.

j.
k.

3.4

Photographic catalogue

For photographic records taken on behalf of a client, it is essential that the client can review the catalogue and be satisfied
that the photographic coverage is complete. Photographic coverage can also be determined during the discussion
regarding project scope.
Archival photographic recording is to be catalogued as follows:
3.4.1

Film catalogue

a.
b.
c.

Catalogue sheets are to be specially prepared for each project;
Each image is to be catalogued sequentially and consistently;
The photographer or assistant should enter information in the catalogue in the field and consistently throughout
the project;
The photographer is to assign a number or alphabetical prefix symbol to each type of film, then to number each
roll of film and finally to number each frame;
Completion of the catalogue sheet in the field with further annotation off-site and later that day as required. This
may be done when the images are available to be viewed or it may be done simply by reference to the original
field notes;
The catalogue sheet must be clear (printed or typed) as it becomes the image catalogue. In the case of film this is
stored with the negatives and all copies of the contact sheets; and,
In the case of film photography the catalogue sheet should list the site name, date, photographer’s name, camera
type and lenses, film type, roll number and a description of each frame.

a.
b.

c.
d.

3.4.2

Digital catalogue

a.

Digital recording catalogue sheets must list as a minimum site name, date, name of photographer, camera type
and lenses, image file number, orientation and a description of each image;
Digital images have a unique image file number; and,
The digital catalogue sheet and project photography methodology document must be stored with the thumbnail
image sheet and the storage media.

b.
c.

3.5

Built heritage

Photography for the purposes of creating an archival record of a built heritage place should provide a scientific illustrative
account of the general and detailed nature of the place and its features rather than an artistic record. The photographer,
where possible, is to obtain any documentary or oral evidence available for the heritage place to become familiar with the
operation and history of the heritage place. The specific technical aspects of a heritage place may not be apparent to a
photographer and significant features or aspects may not be recorded without an understanding of the attributes of the
place. Where possible, a person familiar with the site’s heritage significance and the processes related to it should
accompany the photographer on site or provide heritage background sufficient for the photographic recording method A or
method B below14. Where relevant under state regulation, a photographic scope will be agreed prior to the commencement
of photographic recording (Refer Section 3.4).
3.5.1

Methodology

Method A
a.
b.
14

Context photograph is taken first;
Photos of structures or items showing their relationship to each other;

NSW Office of Environment and Heritage (2006)
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c.
d.
e.
f.

External facades of each building;
Relationship of the elevations to each other and to all heritage items housed in each space;
Main elevations of each internal room or space should be photographed; and,
Individual heritage items in each space should be completely photographed to provide detail of function and form.

Method B
a.
b.
c.

External content photographs are shot initially;
Internal content photographs are shot in sequence.
Individual buildings and features are then photographed sequentially based on spatial or geographic location, a
sub-area convention, or process/manufacturing flow in the case of industrial places.

Despite the method used, the photographer is to be aware of the appropriate sequence, a site inspection undertaken and
project planning determined before commencement of photographic recording. Photography at night should be undertaken if
the significance of the heritage place requires recording at that time. Photography should be undertaken prior to impacts on
the heritage. In some circumstances, photography may be better undertaken during demolition or opening/dismantling of
heritages features or machinery if this reveals construction history, significant elements or a significant historical process.
3.5.2
a.
b.
c.
d.

3.5.3
a.
b.

3.5.4
a.
b.
c.

d.

3.5.5
a.
b.
c.
d.

Context recording
Each heritage site, place or movable item or collection is to be recorded in its context.
Photography of a heritage place is to be undertaken from a number of points within the surrounding landscape
Buildings, waterways, landforms and urban development should be included as applicable and their relationship
with the heritage site defined.
Photography is to be undertaken of the site, room or space where movable cultural heritage items are located and
show how the items relate to each other and within their setting.
Relationships between built structures
The spatial relationship of each structure to another, and to surrounding buildings or structures is to be recorded to
allow functional connections to be recognised.
The photographer is required to document each building in relationship to one or more buildings located in
proximity to the initial building
Individual buildings and structures
External images are to be taken of each building façade with a perspective control (PC) lens or a telephoto lens
Building lines are not to converge in the image. Extreme wide angle lens or perspective/lens correction software
should not be used;
The detail of each façade should be recorded in a logical progression from the upper left-hand corner to the
bottom right. Building details such as finials, gables, eaves, soffits, rainwater heads, downpipes, wall treatments,
window reveals and sills, doorways and steps, and balustrades will require individual recording;
Multiple images (context and detail) are to be taken of outstanding, significant features demonstrating form,
texture, historic nature or condition
Internal spaces
Internal spaces of an individual building can be complex and knowledge of the operation of the space is required
prior to photography.
Images are to be taken in a sequence to show internal elevations, including floors and ceilings.
Recording of structural elements, fittings and any movable items is to be undertaken.
Confined or dark internal spaces such as roof interiors, underfloor or shafts is to be recorded with tripod and
lighting as per Section 2.3.
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3.5.6

Items and relics

Relics and movable items usually exist as assemblages, collections or systems and this should be taken into account by the
photographer.15 The photographic requirements of items and relics based on the NSW guidelines (2006) are as follows:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

3.5.7

Individual relics and movable items such as the machinery on an industrial site or furniture in a building should be
photographed perpendicular to each face and from each corner.
Where possible they should also be photographed from above or from a high vantage point.
Each item is to be completely photographed in sequence.
An assemblage is a relic or structure including all the artefacts, tools and items normally associated with it when it
was operating. Photography of an assemblage should be consistent and in a logical sequence.
Heritage items in a collection are usually photographed concurrently.
Where a system is being recorded the sequence in which the items are photographed will be determined by the
operation of the system.
Before commencing work, photographers who have not worked extensively in recording buildings should be
walked through the complex by someone who knows the process related to the site.
Accumulated cultural material

a.
b.
c.
d.

3.6

Where accumulated material or rubbish is visually distracting, it may have to be cleared before photography can
be undertaken.
Where details may be partially obscured or completely hidden based on weed growth, bird infestation, remains of
squatters, storage of irrelevant materials or vandalism, a clean-up prior to recording may be required.
Cultural materials that are a legitimate part of the historic record (for example, relevant to the operation of a
machine) should not be disturbed.
The object(s) may be repositioned if such an action will not compromise the relationship of the item(s) within the
assemblage.

Photographic survey

3.6.1

Archaeological landscape and project area

Photography of archaeological landscape or project area is to be achieved principally by:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
3.6.2
a.
b.
c.

15

Recording images from the general to the specific;
Photographing existing conditions including vegetation, geomorphology, areas of prior impact/significant ground
disturbance and notable features indicated by Indigenous and local stakeholders or specialists in the field;
Each distinct landform should be photographed;
Photographs of ground surface visibility are taken for each landform with a metric 0.5 m scale placed in the same
position within the frame;
Areas of potential archaeological deposit (PAD) are to be visually recorded;
Elements within archaeological landscapes should be photographed in context to each other;
Each cultural heritage feature is to be photographed with a minimum of two orientations; and,
Current and potential sources of impact on heritage are to be photographed.
Archaeological survey team(s)
An illustrative photographic record of all participants is to be made during the heritage assessment;
Where individual heritage assessment or field survey members are represented in photographs their names and
cross referenced initials are to be included in photographic logs for the archival record;
Photographic images of people may be subject to client, organisational or model release forms and to the principle
of Ask First (Section 1.8.1); and

NSW Heritage Office 2006:22
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d.

3.6.3

Any persons appearing in illustrative archaeological photos within a report or on the cover of a report must be PPE
compliant.
Lithic artefact concentrations and quarries

Photography of lithic densities is to be undertaken as follows:
a.
b.
c.

3.6.4

Requirements in Section 4.4.2 will apply;
Large numbers of photographic sampling points are to be recorded on project mapping/GIS; and,
Recording of Indigenous quarries is to be achieved by photography of the context, quarry site and then
components of the quarry (extraction, production and evidence of reduction or manufacturing features).
Culturally modified trees

Recording Indigenous or historical scarred tree places is to be achieved principally by photography of the whole to the part:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

The culturally modified tree is first photographed within the landform (context);
The canopy and full extent of the tree is to be photographed including leaf, bud and bark (species);
An optical zoom or telephoto lens is required to record all toe holds, resource scars and any other modification at
greater height on the tree or where access to the scar is not practical;
Axe mark(s) or sufficient detail on the dry face of the scar to demonstrate absence of axe marks;
The depth of the scar should be photographed at the mid-point of the left and right scar margins with a scale ;
Range pole scales are to be aligned at 90 degrees to the ground surface adjacent to the tree and not parallel to
the scar alignment; and,
Mini-rod or metric graduated range scales are to be used (Appendix 1).

Removal of environmental deposits within or at the base of the scar for photographic purposes is to be achieved by:
a.
b.
c.
d.
3.6.5

Consultation with the relevant Indigenous representative/traditional owner based the principle of Ask First;
Where removal of such materials will enable full determination of the morphology of the scar and confirmation of a
heritage place;
Where the removal of materials will not result in deterioration of the place via exposure at the base of the scar;
and,
A photograph is to be taken prior to exposure and following exposure.
Photography of rock art

All photography of rock art created by the Indigenous peoples of Australia should be guided by the first principle of
consultation ‘Ask First’ (Australian Heritage Commission 2002) and code of ethics adopted by AAA, ICOMOS and AACAI as
appropriate to the work undertaken.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)

Where Indigenous people express reservation or forbid photography of rock art, the images is not be taken unless
there is a documented agreement with relevant Traditional Owners;
The rock art is to be recorded in another medium if a documented agreement or permit condition specifically
requests that medium;
The rock art should be photographed within the landform (context);
Photography of Indigenous rock shelters (including or excluding rock art) should be photographed with a long
range view of the shelter; mid-range view of shelter and close up of exterior.
The interior of the rock shelter is to show the location of all art panels from multiple angles including the floor and a
close up view of each motif/panel;
A sketch of the panels and motifs is to be cross referenced to the photographic record (number/ID);
Supply of photogrammetric, panoramic (photostitching for Gigapixel images) and mosaic rock art imagery is to be
accompanied with a written description of equipment, software, method and personnel;
The International Federation of Rock Art Organisations (IFRAO) scale is to be used when photographing rock art
(Appendix 1);
IFRAO scales are not to be adhered to the rock art with any substance; and,
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j)

3.6.6

3D laser scanning of rock art should be undertaken for projects of world heritage, nationally significance or state
places of high scientific and cultural significance. The specifications for laser scanning projects will be undertaken
according to the principles in Appendix 2

Photography using remotely piloted aircraft (RPAs)
Refer Appendix 3.
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4 Standard Specification for Artefact Photography
The aim of archaeological artefact photography is to provide a clear, accurate and consistent technical record of the nature
of the artefact(s), material(s), modification by human agency, details of post-depositional action, diagnostic information and
size. Catalogues of artefacts should be consistent in terms of background, lighting, orientation, scale and placement of
artefact(s) in order that comparative assessment can be undertaken within an assemblage and across assemblages.
A professional or highly experienced photographer is to be engaged to record an artefact(s) of national or state significance
which is subject to significant conservation or impact.

4.1

Equipment

Refer Section 2

4.2

Scales

Refer Appendix 1

4.3

Backgrounds

Specifications for artefact photography backgrounds are as follows:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

4.4

Artefact type

4.4.1
a.
a)

b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

16
17

Artificial backgrounds are to be consistent throughout the project archive;
In situ, white, black, grey, on or in hand backgrounds16 are to be used;
No artefact photography is to be undertaken on brightly coloured backgrounds, gels or mottled papers unless
undertaken for the purpose of artistic representation;
Diagnostic features or attributes of artefacts should not be obscured by loss of margin definition on black
backgrounds, white halation or from specular highlights;
No jewellery is to be shown for artefacts photographed in or on the hand;
Backgrounds are not to be modified where an artefact is photographed in situ; and
Movement of archaeological objects from a context for photographic purposes should only be undertaken where:
in situ photography has been taken, the principles of Ask First (2002) have been applied, regulations permit and
that visual information would be lost if the photograph was not taken.

Lithics
Sections 4.1–4.3 will apply;
A lithic artefact is to be photographed in situ as a first principle. Where lithic artefact(s) are in-situ and lodged in
environmental or surface contexts they should be photographed and remain until permission to dislodge, remove
or collect is granted under the principles of Ask First (2002) or relevant heritage regulation (Refer Section 4.3(g));
Both ventral and dorsal sides of a lithic artefact are to be photographed;
The artefact(s) are to be recorded using the maximum area of the camera sensor (top and sides of frame);
The minimum lens specifications for DSLR photographic recording of lithic artefacts is a macro lens at 1:1 (Section
2.2);
Where large lithic artefacts require use of a longer focal length (50 mm or greater) such lenses can be used as
required to provide the greatest coverage of the artefact across the equipment sensor;
Lithic artefacts are to be oriented and then photographed with the proximal end at the top of the frame and distal
end at the bottom of frame17;
Main lighting of lithic artefacts is from the top left of the frame/sensor;

Equivalent 18% grey card reflectance
Holdaway and Stern (2004)
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h)
i)
j)
k)
l)

4.4.2

Secondary lighting may be required above, around or under the artefact(s) to record lithic attributes;
High profile lithic artefacts should be photographed with the maximum depth of field (DOF) required to show the
profile;
All attributes which define the classification/type of artefact are to be represented in the photograph(s);
Artefact margins or features must be sharply focused and well-defined; and,
No part of the lithic artefact is to be obscured by the hand unless for photographic illustration purposes and there
is clear agreement between stakeholders of the function of the artefact (Refer Section 4.3 (c)).
Lithic assemblages

Stone artefacts constitute over 99% of the Indigenous artefact material likely to be found in Australia18. The photographic
recording of lithic assemblages should be undertaken based on the following requirements:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

4.4.3

Sections 4.1–4.3 will apply;
Subject to the principle of Ask First (2002), thin section analysis images and a specialist report including
photographs should be provided for highly significant Indigenous artefact places;
Subject to the principle of Ask First (2002), permission is required for photography of sacred or spiritual Indigenous
artefacts
High resolution photography using D65 illumination of each raw material represented in assemblage is required;
Lithic artefacts are not to be collected from across the heritage place and photographed collectively unless
required under permit;
Photographic representation of surface lithic density should be undertaken via a 1 x 1 m grid(s) as per the project
methodology;
Photographic sampling of a lithic assemblage is to be undertaken based on a written rationale described in the
report and catalogue.
Human bone

Specifications for the photography of human bone are to meet requirements of national and state legislation regarding the
discovery of Indigenous and non-indigenous human remains, the principle of Ask First (2002) and codes of ethics adopted
by AACAI, AAA and ICOMOS as appropriate to the imaging undertaken and storage and distribution of such images.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
4.4.4

Sections 4.1–4.3 will apply
Forensic specialists and medical photographic staff are to be consulted;
Photography of the human cranium or part thereof should be undertaken in accordance with the Frankfurt
Plane/Frankfurt Horizon19;
Human bones are to photographed in their natural alignment to a skeleton (the head of which is at the top of the
frame) with fingers and toes pointing downwards);
Anterior (front) and posterior (back) views should be recorded;
Lateral (side) view are to be recorded; and,
Identified pathological or post-depositional impacts are to be photographed.
Faunal artefacts

Clear distinction between human and animal bone is required prior to the photography of animal bone
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

18
19

Sections 4.1–4.3 will apply;
Anterior, posterior and lateral views should be recorded;
Faunal assemblages are to be representative and a rationale provided for the percentage of the assemblage
photographed;
Comparative bone images should be aligned within a grid to provide relative size;
Articulated bone is to be photographed as an anatomical representation of the species; and

Holdaway and Stern (2004)
Refer Glossary; Dorrell (1996)
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f.

4.4.5
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

4.4.6
a)
b)
a)
b)
c)

4.4.7
a)
b)
a)
b)
4.4.8
a.
b.
c.

4.5

Photography of organic and/or composite artefacts should be undertaken with adequate conservation techniques
and without heat impact from artificial lighting.
Glass
Sections 4.1–4.3 will apply
All attributes of glass artefacts are to be photographed to detail functional parts of the glass, marks and postdepositional details;
Glass artefacts or features should not show photographer or equipment reflection;
Glass artefacts are to be photographed without colour cast (Section 4.3);
Glass diagnostic elements are to be photographed in alignment with the frame/sensor;
Glass assemblages should be representative and a written rationale provided for the percentage of the
assemblage photographed; and,
Photography of flaked glass artefacts must demonstrate clear modification by human agency (attributes) in
combination with heritage context.
Ceramic
Sections 4.1–4.3 will apply
All attributes of ceramic artefacts are to be photographed to detail functional parts of the ceramic artefact, marks
and post-depositional information;
Polished ceramic artefacts or features should not show photographer or equipment reflection;
Ceramic diagnostic elements are to be aligned to the frame/sensor where possible; and,
Ceramic assemblages should be representative and a rationale provided for the percentage of the assemblage
photographed.
Metal
Sections 4.1–4.3 will apply
All attributes of metal artefacts are to be recorded to detail functional parts of the metal, manufacturing methods,
marks and post-depositional information including state of corrosion;
Polished metal artefacts or features should avoid photographer or equipment reflection; and,
Coins are to be photographed on both the obverse and reverse.
Composite Artefacts
Sections 4.1–4.3 will apply
Refer to Dorrell (1996) regarding photographic requirements for other artefact types and materials not listed
elsewhere in Section 4;
Artefacts subject to deterioration by heat or high lumens should be photographed with cool lighting sources or
following discussions with conservation specialists.

Laser scanning of heritage places and objects

Specifications for the laser scanning of cultural heritage places including archaeological artefacts are not yet established.
The requirements listed in Appendix 2 are to be followed.
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5 Standard Specification for Excavation Photography
5.1

General requirements

Photographs are to be taken of the area, context, archaeological landscape or surface where hand or mechanical
excavation is to be undertaken prior to the commencement of archaeological excavation and during the process of
excavation.

5.2

Augering

5.2.1

Auger holes

Photography of individual auger holes is not required unless the context of individual or multiple auger locations is required
to demonstrate the rationale for the methodology. Photography of the environmental deposits obtained via mechanical or
hand auguring is undertaken under the following requirements:
a)
b)
5.2.2

scale as required in Appendix 1; and,
prior to deposits drying, dispersing or movement from site
Cores and environmental samples

Photography of core/environmental samples is to be achieved as follows:
a)
b)
c)
d)

5.3

In accordance with Australian geotechnical standards. The core number, core location, commencement and basal
depths and lithology are to be clearly demonstrated;
A core covered in drilling mud should cleaned by wetting it down with a spray bottle or paint brush prior to
photography of the sample lithology;
with scales as required in Appendix 1 or a digital scale applied; and,
prior to deposits drying, dispersing or movement from site.

Shovel and test pits

5.3.1

Shovel test pits

Shovel test pit photographs are often taken with poor lighting, exposure and scale placement and on different or
inappropriate photo boards with inconsistent information. Shovel test pit data is more meaningfully represented in the form
of GIS output, archaeological tables, illustration programs or geotechnical/log software.
Shovel test pit photographs are not required unless:
a)

b)

the context of individual or multiple shovel test locations is to be visually communicated to demonstrate the
rationale for engaging this method and/or to present the location of the shovel test pits within a landscape in a
report;
the dimensions of the pit, the base of excavation, stratigraphy, archaeological context and/or archaeological
feature can be adequately defined, that is, represented by, and seen in, an image.

Photography of the shovel test pits (where required) is undertaken:
a)
b)

5.4
5.4.1

with the required scale as per Appendix 1;
prior to deposits drying, dispersing or movement from site.

Excavation trenches
Test pits

Test pit (trench) photographs must be taken to record each stage of an excavation. The key requirement is to adequately
record the landscape context in which the test pit is located, a record of the area prior to excavation disturbance, to image
the sequences of spits, units, lenses, layers or levels excavated and complete a photographic record of any features,
artefact(s) within the test pit and basal layer (extent of excavation) along with each section profile of the test pit.
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Photographs of test pits or trenches are required as follows:
a)
b)

c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

5.4.2

the context of individual or multiple test pit locations in a landform are to be photographed to demonstrate the
rationale for the testing methodology;
the stratigraphy of each pit section profile should be photographed given the dimensions of the pit, the base of
excavation, stratigraphy, archaeological context and/or archaeological feature can be adequately defined, that is,
represented by, and seen in, an image;
D65 lighting equivalent is to be utilised during excavation photography or archival photographic recording as per
Section 2.3;
a photograph is required for each profile;
a photograph is required for contextual change;
scales are to be used as indicated in Appendix 1; and,
as an archival record to provide accurate comparison with section profile drawings in the event future verification
of results is required.
Open area excavation

Photographs are to be taken to record each stage of a larger area excavation. Open area excavation photography will
require additional specialised photography, photographic controls and more specialised methods such as the use of RPA
(Appendix 3) or photography at height to complete the photographic record under the requirements of this standard.
The key requirement is to adequately record the landscape context in which open area excavation is located, a record of the
larger area prior to excavation disturbance, to image the sequences of spits, units, lenses, layers or levels excavated and
complete a photographic record of any features, artefact(s) within the overall area excavated and extent of excavation, along
with each section profile.
Photographs of archaeological areas, features and context details within the extent of an open area excavation are required
as follows:
a)
b)

c)
d)

5.5

the context of individual or multiple features is to be visually recorded;
the stratigraphy of each pit section profile should be photographed given the dimensions of the pit, the base of
excavation, stratigraphy, archaeological context and/or archaeological feature can be adequately defined, that is,
represented by, and seen in, an image;
Scales as per Appendix 1 are to be used; and,
Overall elevated/aerial record of the site is to be undertaken20 (refer Appendix 3).

Machine excavation

Photography of machine excavated trenches is to be taken along section profiles to adequately record the nature of the
environmental or cultural deposit context as follows:
a)
b)

c)
d)
e)
f)

20

the context of individual or multiple machine trench locations are to be recorded to demonstrate the rationale for
engaging this method;
the stratigraphy of each machine excavated section profile should be photographed given the dimensions of the
pit, the base of excavation, stratigraphy, archaeological context and/or archaeological feature can be adequately
defined, that is, represented by, and seen in, an image or series of images;
D65 lighting equivalent is to be utilised during excavation photography as per Section 2.3;
a photograph is required for each longitudinal profile;
scales are to be used as indicated in Appendix 1;
as an archival record to provide accurate comparison with section profile drawings in the event future verification
of results is required.

Schlitz 2004
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6 Standard Specification for Storage and Archiving of Archaeological
Image Data
Photographic archives represent visual evidence, a researchable resource generated by consulting, government and
academic heritage investigation. Curation of a photographic archive in a recognised heritage repository or commercial
organisation at the appropriate standard is vital to ensure heritage images are available in the future. Archaeological image
archives are important collections in their own right as they may result in the re-interpretation of evidence and subsequent
changes to findings. Just as archaeological notes are requested, cultural heritage images can be requested as evidence in a
legal context.
Photographic output, format, resolution and restriction of distribution may be dependent on written agreement between the
cultural heritage practitioner, client, heritage authority or Indigenous community.

6.1

AACAI requirements

A member shall ensure that all relevant data pertaining to the resource base is deposited with an appropriate government
authority or archive (AACAI Code of Ethics 2.4).
A member will undertake the requirements for photographic archival deposit in the sections following to comply with state or
national legislative requirements.
Photographic imagery derived from archaeological investigation is to be supplied as identical copies to one or more of the
following:
a)

Commissioning individual or organisation (client);

b)

National and State heritage regulator(s);

c)

Aboriginal individual, group or organisation(s);

d)

Historical organisation(s);

e)

Local repository (council, library);

f)

Retained by the photographer or consultancy/organisation (1) under agreement (2) for archival purposes under
the photographic ethics standards in this Standard.

6.1.1

Specification for digitisation of legacy photographic and project archives

National Library of Australia (NLA) image capture standards (Table 6-1) should be used:
a.
b.

by AACAI members where required to archive legacy archaeological project materials including maps, slides,
colour negative film and objects.
All digital master images are to be saved as uncompressed TIFF files.

Table 6-1 Specifications for image capture standards (Source: National Library of Australia Image Capture Standard)

Material type

Tonal resolution (pixel depth)

Spatial resolution21

Colour reflective formats, including:

RGB 8 bit
(24 bits per pixel)

Larger than A4: 300ppi
A5 to A4: 600ppi



21

coloured maps

Resolution in this Standard is based on the optical resolution not interpolated resolution
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sepia or coloured photographic prints



notes



objects

A7 to A6: 1200ppi
Under A7: 2000ppi

Colour transparencies, including 35 mm

RGB 16 bit
(48 bits per pixel)

2000 ppi

Colour negatives, including 35 mm

RGB 16 bit
(48 bits per pixel)

2000 ppi
Note: two digital masters are
created: colour negative and
colour positive; derivatives are
created from the colour
positive.

B&W reflective formats, including:

RGB 8 bit
(24 bits per pixel)

Larger than A4: 300ppi
A5 to A4: 600ppi
A7 to A6: 1200ppi
Under A7: 2000ppi

B&W negatives 35 mm

Greyscale
16 bits per pixel

3000 ppi (TIFF master and
derivatives positive)

B&W negatives larger than 35 mm

Greyscale
16 bits per pixel

2000 ppi (TIFF master and
derivatives positive)

6.1.2



photographic prints



black and white line art



black and white maps

Specification for NSW Heritage Office repository requirements

The following repository specification applies when undertaking archival photographic recording required as a condition
issued by the NSW Heritage Council; a local council or when following Department of Defence Heritage Toolkit in
accordance with the NSW Heritage Office 2006 Photographic Recording of Heritage Items using Film or Digital Capture.
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Table 6-2 NSW Heritage Office repository requirements

The NSW Heritage Office requirements are that the photographer is to:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

photograph at the highest quality;
record image in RAW format to capture the maximum amount of information;
provide client/regulator with RAW format images and a copy converted to TIFF format;
not record the master archival record in JPEG format; and,
Image labelling should be meaningful and relate to the specific project and catalogue sheets.

These requirements are reflected in the AACAI Photographic Standard for Cultural Heritage.
6.1.3

Specification for Queensland heritage depository requirements

The Department of Environment and Heritage Protection (DEHP) have established archival recording requirements which
will apply for AACAI members undertaking photographic recording as a condition of managing places on the Queensland
Heritage Register (DEHP 2013).
6.1.4

APDIG standard specifications for photographic file delivery

The Australian Photographic Digital Imaging Guidelines (APDIG 2014) have been formulated for professional photographic
practice in Australia and are endorsed by the ACMP (Association of Australian Commercial + Media Photographers); AIPP
(Australian Institute of Professional Photography); IDEA (Imaging & Digital Entertainment Association) and APCI
(Association of Professional Colour Imagers). For delivery of cultural heritage images for commercial publication, AACAI
supports use of the APDIG specification as reproduced below in full:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

Photography must be undertaken within an ICC colour-managed environment.
Capture all digital images in camera’s raw format.
Calibration of project monitor(s) must be undertaken regularly with a hardware device to the International D65
standard and Gamma 2.2.
For prepress requirements use the following colour space: Adobe RGB (1998) embedded in final image.
File format TIFF uncompressed in Windows byte order or JPEG at level 12 compression @ 300 PPI (DPI).
Deliver files on DVD burned to ISO 9660.
Web colour space for digital images should be sRGB embedded in final image and images formatted to JPEG
Only convert image files to CMYK when profile or full press specifications are supplied by the client, and no further
file work is required.
Embed copyright and usage into the file (IPTC) viewable in Photoshop > File Info
Provide a ReadMe file with images outlining specifications and disclaimer.
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k.

For printing of images to colour-managed lab request the photo lab for their normal file specifications (e.g. Adobe
RGB, JPEG 300 ppi).
l. Soft-proof using lab-supplied colour profile for the specific media and ensure your monitor is correctly profiled.
m. Do not “Convert To” or apply the profile (send to lab in standard colour space like Adobe RGB 1998).
n. Apply sharpening if recommended by the lab (refer to Section 1.8.2).
6.1.5

Standard specifications for archival prints

a.
b.
c.
d.

e.

6.2

Archival prints are to be produced through a professional lab.
Contact (thumbnail image) sheets and prints are to be printed on archival paper using archival inks or dyes to
ensure optimal longevity.
An archival permanency statement should be requested from the printing lab or an assessment of the print papers
made at www.wilhelm-research.com or https://www.imagepermanenceinstitute.org
Further to the archival recommendations of the NSW Heritage Office Photographic Recording of Heritage Items
using Film or Digital Capture guideline (2006) use:
a. Epson UltraChrome HD Pigment Ink Technology and Epson archival photographic papers;
b. Hewlett-Packard (HP) Vivera Inks and HP Premium Plus photographic paper papers;
c. Fujiflex Crystal Archive Professional Paper Super Type C; or
d. Archival inks and papers as recommended by the professional lab
C-41 processing is not suitable for producing archival prints

Archaeological image metadata

Metadata is data about your data (tDAR 2014). Using standard formats such as Dublin Core, Digital Antiquity has developed
a rich metadata schema tailored to capture archaeological data to encode spatial, temporal, cultural, material, and other
keywords. Minimum IPTC and Exif metadata fields are required to be completed. AACAI endorses FAIMS use of .json files
to capture project image Exif metadata as follows:
a. AACAI members are to add the minimum ITPC file information for image datasets as indicated in Appendix 5.
b. Use of JSON to write the exif record (See Appendix 5).
c. All metadata should be clearly referenced to the associated and component records, project and creator
information.
d. Metadata is to be applied to the project images archive as soon as practical following photographic recording.
e. Metadata, nomenclature and terminology in the description of photographic data are to be consistent.

6.3

Specification for storage of photographic materials

6.3.1
a.
b.
c.

6.3.2
d.

22

General requirements
All photographic material is to be made secure in separate locations (A and B master copies) to reduce risk of
damage, deterioration, loss or theft.
The state of preservation of the archival photographic record is to be assessed every 5 years and transferred to
new media within 10 years.
The use of cloud storage is not recommended unless it is used as a third location (C master copy)22; all
stakeholders agree that the information is not confidential, and that the information can be made publically
available despite the event of a data security breach (encryption failure) or request for images from the cloud
provider without consent.
Optical media
All of the required image files and associated metadata and photo notes, plans or log (the results of archival
photographic survey) are to be supplied on (1) CD-ROM and ISO9600 standard or (2) DVD–R or (3) external hard
drive.

Cole (2014) suggests use of the Cloud for copies of photographic archives, not the original archive
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e.
f.
g.

CD/DVD archival disc sessions are to be closed to prevent data addition.
Optical media is to be written at the lowest speed to minimise disc error
Ability to open both the disc and master photographic files is to be confirmed prior to deleting original camera
images.
h. Only high quality CD-R discs or DVDs that meet quality controlled manufacturing standards are to be used.
i. All media are to be labelled with the project name, date and survey or excavation reference number(s).
j. Images filenames are to be supplied in the particular naming format as required by client and/or state heritage
regulator.
k. A ReadMe file, preferably in PDF, text or HTML format is to be added to the archived images on disc. It must
include a summary of archaeological project details, usage agreement, copyright and a disclaimer in the event that
the report and images are separated.
l. A PDF photo log must be supplied within the folder containing the image files to the heritage regulator.
m. Optical media should only be marked with a CD marker pen on the small clear hub.
n. Do not fix adhesive paper labels.
o. Always handle optical media (master files) by the central hub and outer edge with gloves.
p. Archival optical records are to be handled with care, not scratched, handled underneath and kept free of food,
drink, direct sunlight, dust and not flexed.
6.3.3
a.

b.
c.
d.

Film and printed image storage
Hard copy prints, negatives, slides and contact sheets must be stored in polypropylene (acid-free) sleeves and in
archival binders for protection from physical damage and dust, preferably within a temperature and humidity
controlled environment.
In areas of fluctuating or higher humidity, negatives and slides are to be stored in archivally suitable storage units.
Annotate and cross-reference the negatives, contact sheets, prints and transparencies using archivally stable ink.
Any cross-reference notes and details associated with the prints or proof sheets should be written with a B pencil
or approved archival photo-labelling pen and restricted to print borders.
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Appendix 1

Archaeological scales

Archaeological scales are integral to the representation of size of the archaeological feature, context or artefact23. Where
required, one image is to be taken with a scale and one without if the latter is to be used for illustrative presentations or
publication.
The following principles apply:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

Scales must be metric graduation;
Scales must be clean;
Scales damaged by water or excessive use, torn, laminated, bent, smudged or chipped should not be used;
Pens, coins, lens caps, rulers, geological picks, trowels, hand tapes or any other commonly used field item are not
to be used;
Artefact scales smaller than 5 cm should be either 1 cm or 2 cm and show mm graduations;
Artefact scales larger than 5 cm must be in sequences of 5 cm or 10 cm or 20 cm (survey rods) or 0.5 m;
Scales must be no longer than 50 % of the length of the subject being photographed;
Scales must be non-reflective - painted wooden dowel or commercially purchased plastic, aluminium or other
scales should have matt surfaces; and,
Greyscales must provide a minimum of 100% white, 100% black and minimum 18% grey tone.

Where archaeological landscapes are photographically recorded representation of scale is to be achieved by:
a.
b.
c.

For the first image, no person or scale (illustrative);
For the second image, placement of a person(s);
Scale rods are not to be used unless parallel to a feature.

Where archaeological buildings or features are photographically recorded representation of scale must be achieved by:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

For the first image, no person or scale (illustrative);
For the second image, placement of a person(s) or scale;
The scale is to consist of either black and white or red and white graduated 20 cm divisions on a round surveyor’s
survey pole (range pole) or,
Non-reflective black and white or red and white graduated 50 cm divisions on a round pole;
Mini-rods or retractable surveying stadia can be used but are to be aligned with the camera sensor or grid lines in
viewfinder, be non-reflective and clearly show graduation and/or numbers.

For photography of rock art, representation of scale is achieved by:
a.
b.

Use of survey rods/metric scales as per Appendix 1;
Use of IFRAO scales as per Appendix 5.

Where archaeological artefacts are photographically recorded representation is to be achieved as indicated in Section 6.

23

(Dorrell 1996)
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Appendix 2

3D laser scanning

Standard specifications for 3D laser scanning in Australian archaeological contexts are not currently available. Hardware
and software applications and the standards that follow from application are constantly evolving and will be incorporated in
future versions of this standard. 3D laser scanning requirements for archaeological landscapes, features, contexts and
artefacts can be based on the following principles:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

spatially and metrically accurate representation of the subject is achieved;
personnel, equipment, process, limitations and output of scanning is clearly and adequately documented
and reported so future 3D survey can be replicated;
data is archived and securely stored in multiple locations;
consultation with professionally registered surveyors and FAIMS to determine the level of metadata
sufficient for 3D data;
use of open interchange, non-proprietary format which does not compress data; and,
replication of output can be achieved from the data using interoperability.

AACAI members should consult:
English Heritage 2011 3D Laser Scanning for Heritage (second edition): Advice and Guidance to Users on Laser Scanning
in Archaeology and Architecture. English Heritage Publishing, Swindon.
Archaeology Data Service 2014 Laser Scanning for Archaeology: A Guide to Good Practice Digital Antiquity
http://guides.archaeologydataservice.ac.uk/g2gp/LaserScan_Toc Accessed 11 November 2014.
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Appendix 3

RPAS in cultural heritage

The use of remotely piloted aircraft systems (RPAS) for archaeological research or commercial image outputs within cultural
heritage management industry in Australia has become more feasible as a result of advances in technology (Schlitz 2004).
The use of airborne platforms (UASs, UAVs, FPV, kites, balloons, blimps, quadcopters, booms, poles, masts and any other
airborne or elevated device) for the purpose of recording cultural heritage should be undertaken in accordance with current
National or state legislative requirements, codes of practice, regulations and guidelines.
Australia was the first country in the world to regulate remotely piloted aircraft, with the first operational regulation for
unmanned aircraft in 2002 (Civil Aviation Safety Regulation [CASR] Part 101). Cultural heritage practitioners using RPA
must comply with current Civil Aviation Safety Authority (CASA) regulations in Australia [CASR] Part 101 and any advisory
circulars released by CASA regarding changes to the RPAS regulations (Refer Phase 1).
CASA classifies unmanned aircraft by what the operator does with the equipment – CASA distinguishes between RPA and
model aircraft as follows:
RPA

Used for commercial, government or research purposes such as aerial photography, surveying, search
and rescue, fire management and law enforcement.

Model aircraft

Flown just for sport and recreation.

1

CASA Regulations Part 102

CASA is currently reviewing CASR Part 101 and updating it into CASR Part 102.
Phase 1
CASA will amend CASR Part 101 and develop a notice of proposed rule-making - 1309OS - Remotely Piloted Aircraft
Systems Terminology and Weight Categorisation of Remotely Piloted Aircraft which will formalise a name change to RPA.
CASA will release a suite of advisory circulars (ACs) to provide guidance to industry:
AC101-1 - General
AC101-4 - Training and Licensing
AC101-5 - Operations
AC101-6 - Manufacturing and Initial Airworthiness
AC101-7 - Maintenance and Continuing Airworthiness
AC101-8 - Safety Management/Human Performance
AC101-9 - Applying for an Operators Certificate
AC101-10 - Operations in Controlled Airspace
Phase 2
The second phase of RPAS policy will consist of a complete re-write of the regulation resulting in a new CASR Part 102 for
RPAS by 2016.
Privacy and RPAs
Use of RPAs may have implications regarding breaches of privacy. CASA is the aviation safety regulator, and as such their
task is restricted to aviation safety. Cultural heritage practitioners applying for an unmanned operators certificate (UOC)
should become familiar with privacy matters and how this affects use of an RPA. The UOC application process includes a
reading list about privacy matters. The principal area of the Australian Government concerned with privacy is the Office of
the Australian Information Commissioner: www.oaic.gov.au
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2

AACAI (CASA) specifications on the use of RPAs
a.

b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

3

AACAI (CASA) Specifications on the use of model aircraft
a.
b.
c.

d.
a.

b.
c.
d.

24

AACAI members are to comply with current CASA Part 101, which prescribes the rules for the use of unmanned
moored balloons and kites, unmanned free balloons, unmanned rockets, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), model
aircraft and pyrotechnic displays. Further direction should be sought from CASA following review of policies on the
use of RPA systems (Refer 1 CASA Regulations Part 102).
To fly an RPA of any size for commercial reward AACAI members must have an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)
controller's certificate and an unmanned operator's certificate (UOC) for their business.
AACAI members must establish currency of a UOC prior to sub-contracting project aerial photography or
videography to a RPAS contractor.
AACAI members must consider the public interest, privacy matters and indemnity/liability issues when using RPAS
(AACAI Code of Ethics 2.1).
Unmanned aircraft activities are approved for operations over unpopulated areas up to 400 feet AGL (above
ground level), or higher with special approvals. Special approvals are also required for other areas.
Operations are not permitted in controlled airspace without CASA approval and coordination with Airservices
Australia.
AACAI members qualified to operate or direct operators of RPAS can operate UASs/UAVs in visual meteorological
conditions (VMC) and/or instrument meteorological conditions (IMC) with appropriate approvals.

It is illegal for AACAI members to fly a model aircraft for commercial hire and reward unless they are in possession
of an unmanned operator's certificate (UOC) covering that type of operation.
AACAI heritage practitioners do not need formal piloting qualifications to operate a radio-controlled model.
AACAI members using RPAs are encouraged to become members of the Model Aeronautical Association of
Australia (MAAA) which offers a 'wings rating' system of bronze, gold and instructor levels recognised throughout
Australia.
Insurance for model aircraft is obtained through the MAAA and is only applicable if the model aircraft is flown at an
approved site.
Model aircraft must only by flown in visual line-of-sight, in day visual meteorological conditions (VMC) which is no
night flying, no flying in or through cloud or fog, and the operator must be able to see the aircraft with the eyes (not
point-of-view camera) at all times.
Model aircraft must not be used over populous areas such as beaches, backyards, heavily populated parks or
sports ovals where there is a game in progress.
In controlled airspace, which covers most Australian cities, model aircraft must not be flown higher than 400 feet
(120 m) AGL.
The operator must not fly model aircraft closer than 5.5km from an airfield. AACAI members are advised to
determine project no go zones using Airservices Australia Maps for Planning and Coordination with Air Traffic
Controllers24

http://www.airsericesaustralia.com/publications/unmanned-aerial-systems-in-controlled-airspace/
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Appendix 4

International Federation of Rock Art Organisations
(IFRAO) Guidelines

The photography of rock art undertaken by AACAI members will be in accordance with IFRAO current guidelines, policies or
technical notes relevant to film or digital capture of images of that organisation in so far as the requirements of Sections 1.3,
2, 3 and 6 of the current Standards are met.
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Appendix 5

Metadata requirements

Digital photographic equipment should be set to the correct date and time, and sequential file numbering should be utilised
so there is synchronicity between the photographic catalogue and in camera digital files. There are different approaches to
applying metadata to an image archive, one is the IPTC standard (incorporated into Adobe or other photographic software)
or JSON follows:
IPTC minimum requirement
Metadata for a project image archive should be entered using the IPTC standard as a minimum. Metadata is to be added to
an image file via Photoshop < File < File Info and via a project template. Adobe Bridge or other software can be used to
batch process project files to add variable keywords and common metadata. The Photoshop IPTC fields in Table 7-1 are
based on the IPTC Core Standard (http://www.iptc.org/photometadata).
Minimum IPTC requirements
Document Title – Author – Creator – Description – Keywords – Copyright
Table 7-1 IPTC metadata requirements (Source: Adobe Photoshop CS5)

Description Tab

IPTC Tab
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IPTC Extension Tab

Use of JSON
JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) is a lightweight, data-interchange format based on a subset of the JavaScript
Programming Language. It is easy for humans to read and write and easy for machines to parse and generate. The FAIMS
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project team use JSON to write the exifs to project images to preserve the "true" record as defined by the module even
when the image is sent off somewhere else entirely25.

Image of vegetation (object)

.json file in notepad (text format)
The JSON file associated with the image of vegetation (JPEG) is human readable and machine parseable for data
extraction. The record that the image is attached to is written *into* the image's exif data (examples of exif tags from
http://www.exiv2.org/tags.html, Exif Standard 2.3). The exif metadata is intended as a backup route, rather than a primary
data storage route. In the FAIMS system user-created annotations, user name, and the record identifier are written to
special exif tags. The "true" image record is dumped in the archive as a .json file with all data needed to reconstruct it and its
provenance. For example the .json file is human readable and machine parsed as:

25

Pers.comm Dr Brian Ballsun-Stanton (Technical Manager, FAIMS Project)
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{"key": "33b31482-99d7-434a-a3a7-5820b4a874df", "Area": "Hibartville ", "LocationNumber": "", "SRID": "28350 ",
"contact_address": "Nathan Reid\r\n26 Dick Perry Avenue, Kensington, WA 6151\r\nnathan.reid@csiro.au", "Station":
"Richmond ", "copyright_holder": "CSIRO and FAIMS Project 2015", "Latitude": "150.745168627958 ", "Vegetation": "sparse
", "SoilSamplePrefix": "Ric", "Elevation": "129 ", "uuid": "1000031427253564079", "Geology": "Alluvium ",
"permit_issued_by": "", "has_sensitive_data": "true", "Lag": "No ", "Photos": "files/app/9a63164f-1c29-4461-ac206c6ca1fe9929_image-1427253679529.original.jpg ", "version": "1.0 - Capricorn", "modifiedBy": "Adela Sobotkova",
"Contamination": "No Observation ", "createdAtGMT": "2015-03-25 03:19:29 GMT", "permit_holder": "", "Colour": "grey ",
"RegolithType": "Residual material ", "ObservationType": "Sampling Location ", "description": "Capricorn Distal Footprints
Project", "season": "2015", "Notes": "", "Longitude": "-33.6041018414535 ", "Project": "testA ", "Depth": "3 ", "Landform":
"Sandplain ", "createdBy": "Adela Sobotkova", "Drainage": "Yes ", "srid": "4283", "participant": "CSIRO, CET, Curtin
University", "SoilSampleID": "1008 - Soil - ", "Sketch": "", "name": "CSIRO Geochemical Sample Collection",
"client_sponsor": "", "SoilSampleDate": "25Mar15", "permit_type": "", "land_owner": "MRIWA, GSWA", "Easting":
"5721416.51393732 ", "modifiedAtGMT": "2015-03-25 03:21:20 GMT", "permit_no": "", "SoilTexture": "Clay ", "identifier":
"Ric1008 - Soil - 25Mar15", "Northing": "3696134.6399298 "}
The exif metadata is in .json as the image records can be harvested in a batch and it is easy for a computer to parse .json to
extract the required exif data from the image(s). The outcome of the FAIMS workshop examining data standards in
archaeology is that there is no way of enforcing any sort of data standard (be it most common data, or specific names of
things or *anything*) on the archaeological community.
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Appendix 6

Glossary

A glossary of key terms is provided below.
Assemblage

An assemblage is a group of different artefacts associated in the same context, representing a
combination of human activities at a particular time and place. A site or project assemblage can
refer to a specific type of artefact (lithic, ceramic or glass), or regional group or artefacts dating or
pertaining to a particular time period. Industrial assemblages are a relic or structure including all
the artefacts, tools and items normally associated with it when the assemblage was operating 26.

Collection

A number of relics, moveable items or structures which belong to a group because they perform
the same function or produce the same finished product. 27

Contrast

Where a scene exhibits a strong transition from white to black highlights.

DMCI

The Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (DCMI) supports shared innovation in metadata design and
best practices across a broad range of purposes and business models by managing long term
curation and development of DCMI specifications and metadata terms namespaces; managing
ongoing discussion of current DCMI-wide work themes; setting up and managing international and
regional events; curation and open availability of meeting assets including proceedings, project
reports and meeting minutes; creation and delivery of training resources in metadata best practices
including tutorials, webinars and workshops; and coordinating the global community of DCMI
volunteers.

DOF

Depth of field is the distance between the nearest and farthest objects in a scene that appear
acceptably sharp in an image. The area within the DOF appears sharp, while the areas in front of
and beyond the DOF appear out of focus. Adequate photography of some archaeological features
and artefacts is not achievable using phone, mobile or compact digital cameras as the DOF cannot
be previewed or manually controlled using aperture (f-stop) and lighting to ensure correct exposure
and recording detail.

DPI

Dots per inch

D65

A commonly used standard illuminant defined by the International Commission on Illumination.
D65 is roughly equivalent to the midday sun in Europe and is known as a daylight illuminant. D65
is intended to represent average daylight and has a correlated colour temperature of approximately
6500 K or Kelvin. As any standard illuminant is represented as a table of averaged
spectrophotometric data, any light source such as a flash or strobe which statistically has the same
relative spectral power distribution can be considered a D65 light source.

Exif

Exchangeable image file format (Exif) is a standard that specifies the formats for images, sound,
and ancillary tags used by digital cameras (including smartphones), scanners and other systems
handling image and sound files recorded by digital cameras. The specification uses the following
existing file formats with the addition of specific metadata tags: JPEG for compressed image files,
TIFF Rev. 6.0 for uncompressed image files.

FAIMS28

Federated Archaeological Information Management System. An eResearch Tools project funded
by the Australian National eResearch Collaboration Tools and Resources (NeCTAR) program.
FAIMS is led by the University of New South Wales in collaboration with participants from 41
organisations, including universities, archaeological consultancies and heritage agencies in

NSW Heritage Office 2006:22
NSW Heritage Office 2006:22
28 Source: https://www.fedarch.org/wordpress/mission/ last accessed 11 November 2014
26
27
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Australia and overseas. The goal of FAIMS is to assemble a comprehensive information system for
archaeology to allow data from field and laboratory work to be born digital using mobile devices,
processed in local databases, extracted to data warehouses suitable for sophisticated analysis,
and exchanged online through cultural heritage registries and data repositories. Existing standards
and components will be used or developed where necessary. Major initiatives include the
development of applications for android devices to capture data; development of tools for data
processing, analysis, and visualisation; implementation of online repositories for publishing primary
archaeological data produced in Australia or by Australians working overseas; construction of
interoperability protocols allowing search and exchange between new and existing repositories.
The end product is a suite of compatible tools accessible to archaeologists through a single portal
to revolutionise the management of archaeological data.
Frankfurt Plane

The international convention for the anatomical position of the human skull. This is the position in
which the lower margins of the orbits (orbitales) and the upper margins of the ear canals (poria) all
lie in the same horizontal plane. The position of the skull in this plane approximates what the
position would be if the subject were standing upright and facing forward normally.

Gamma

Analogously, digital cameras record light using electronic sensors that usually respond linearly. In
the process of rendering linear raw data to conventional RGB data (e.g. for storage into JPEG
image format), colour space transformations and rendering transformations will be performed. In
particular, almost all standard RGB colour spaces and file formats use a non-linear encoding (a
gamma compression) of the intended intensities of the primary colours of the photographic
reproduction; in addition, the intended reproduction is almost always nonlinearly related to the
measured scene intensities, via a tone reproduction nonlinearity.

Gigapixel

A unit of graphic resolution equivalent to one thousand million or 109 pixels. Gigapixel images are
created from a combination of still or video images either from multiple imaging chips or a mosaic
from the same sensor to create a panoramic perspective with much higher resolution than high
resolution still or video cameras.

HDR

High Dynamic Range

ICC

The International Color Consortium or ICC specifies international standards for colour
management. Photographers who supply digital files for publishing are required to provide files in
an ICC managed environment (ICC profiles) which involves calibrating the camera, operating
system, software and output devices to manage colour throughout the post-capture image
workflow.

JPEG

Joint Photographic Experts Group or JPEG is a compressed file format in computing and
photography. JPEG is a commonly used method of lossy compression for digital images and the
most common format for digital cameras. Software usually allows for the degree of compression to
be adjusted between storage size and image quality. JPEG is not as well suited for line drawings
and other textual or iconic graphics, where the sharp contrasts between adjacent pixels can cause
noticeable artefacts. Such images are better saved in a lossless graphics format such as TIFF or a
RAW image format. As the typical use of JPEG is a lossy compression method, which somewhat
reduces the image fidelity, it should not be used where the exact reproduction of the data is
required (such as some scientific and medical imaging applications and certain technical image
processing work) and for long term archival storage. JPEG is also not well suited to files that will
undergo multiple edits, as some image quality will usually be lost each time the image is
decompressed and recompressed, particularly if the image is cropped or shifted, or if encoding
parameters are changed. To avoid this, an image that is being modified or may be modified in the
future can be saved in a lossless format, with a copy exported as JPEG for distribution.

Image workflow

Manipulation of photographs using computer software following in camera capture of an image.
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29
30

Interoperability

The capability of different programs to exchange data via a common set of exchange formats, to
read and write the same file formats, and to use the same protocols. Lack of interoperability can be
a consequence of a lack of attention to standardisation during the design of a software program.

IPTC

The International Press Telecommunications Council has established standards for metadata
attached to files describing what the file is. This can include information about copyright,
photographer (author), date, captions, location and keywords. IPTC information for an image file is
viewable in Photoshop under File > File Info (Refer Table 7-1).

LED

Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) are a two-lead semiconductor light source which among many
applications, are used in photographic (artificial) lighting.

Metadata

Metadata is structured information that describes, explains, locates, or otherwise makes it easier to
retrieve, use, or manage an information resource.

PC lens

Perspective Control (PC) lenses are typically used in architecture to prevent convergence or
divergence of linear elements in photographs. The lenses effectively correct distortion of buildings
through the use of wide-angle lenses.

PPE

Personal Protective Equipment. Consists of items of clothing such as safety vests, work boots,
long sleeved shirt and long pants and wide brimmed hat or construction hardhats.

PPI

Pixels per inch.

RAW

Raw is a proprietary format exclusive to the camera company that employs it and also uses a
proprietary file compression scheme, so to put it into software a license (fee or agreement
contract) is required. A Raw format may only be supported as long as the company that owns it is
in business and provides software with the conversion engine included (some proprietary RAW
formats are no longer supported, as in the case of Kodak). Converting from Raw to TIFF at full bitdepth is the safest way to archive digital camera files in a format that preserves 100% of the
information captured by the camera. This assures image file information will always be available
because TIFF is an international standard and the most widely used image file format in the world.
The Adobe DNG Universal format designed originally to replace Raw with one single format has
not been adopted by major camera manufacturers.

RPA29

Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems. These are also known by other terms such as drones,
unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs); they may also comprise
model aircraft. The principle of an RPA is that it is a vehicle lacking a human pilot on board. RPA
flight is controlled either autonomously by on board computers or by the remote control of a pilot
elsewhere (such as on the ground or in another vehicle). In Australia the Civil Aviation Safety
Authority (CASA) is responsible for regulation of RPAs.

System

A system is an operational group of related relics or structures which cannot function effectively if
any of them is removed. The sequence of photographic recording of a system will be determined
by the operation of the system30

tDAR

The metadata system used by the Digital Antiquities Repository (refer FAIMS).

TIFF

Tagged Information File Format. A no license, free image format designed to be flexible and
comprehensive and in basic format uncompressed. It supports all bitmap image modes, RGB and

Source: http://www.casa.gov.au/scripts/nc.dll?WCMS:STANDARD:pc=PC_100374 Accessed on line 18 May 2014
NSW Office of Heritage 2006:22
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CMYK, as well as all bit-depths from 8–48, as well as layers and other add-ons. TIFF is an industry
standard format that has been used worldwide for at least 30 years.
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Appendix 7

National Legislation, regulations and guidelines — photographic requirements

Jurisdiction

Legislation/Regulation

Section

Photographic Requirements

Victoria

The Aboriginal Heritage Act
2006

67

The client must give all assessment documentation for an approved plan to the Secretary of the Department of Premier and
Cabinet (DPC) within 14 days or penalties will apply. Assessment documentation includes site records, photographs, maps,
plans and any prescribed documentation relating to the assessment for the cultural heritage management plan or the plan
itself.
Management plan may include as appendices ‘relevant figures, tables, photographs not required in the body of the
Management Plan’

Guide to Preparing Cultural
Heritage Management Plans
Standards for Recording
Victorian Aboriginal Heritage
Places and Objects

3.28.A

An electronic photograph should be submitted for each Place, and should be clearly labelled with the Place name, number,
date, photographer and a brief description.
Naming conventions for photographs submitted are contained in the CHMP guide (refer Appendix 5, page 30, in Guide for
Preparing an Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Management Plan)
Also indicate if images are in digital, slide or negative format. Photographs should be submitted after the Heritage Register
number has been issued.
Use unique numbers to identify individual panels, which should also be used when identifying any photographs or sketches
accompanying the Heritage Register form.

5.1.L

Place Photographed/Material Collected
Tick the appropriate boxes where photographs have been taken and if any material was collected during a Place inspection.
AAV requires those undertaking Place inspections for Cultural Heritage Management Plans to provide digital photographs of
the Place and its environment. All photographs should be appropriately labelled as indicated in the Guidelines for the
Preparation of Cultural Heritage Management Plans.
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Jurisdiction

Legislation/Regulation

Section

Photographic Requirements

4.8.J.3

Photography
The following views should be taken when photographing a rock shelter:
• Long range view of shelter; mid-range view of shelter;
• Close-up of exterior;
• Interior of the rock shelter showing the location of the art panels from many different angles, including the floor;
• Close-up views of each motif/panel
Ensure a flash and colour scale is used, especially for close-up views of motifs. Provide a sketch of panels and motifs and
provide a photographic record of all panels and motifs to accompany the Heritage Register form. Identify photographs and
sketches with panel numbers used in the table.

Standards for Recording
Victorian Aboriginal Heritage
Places and Objects

4.4.A

It should be noted that the removal of any artefact discovered during a survey from its original location (for the purpose of
scaled photography) may be considered to be disturbance of that Place.
Where it is deemed necessary to remove an in situ artefact to enable clear photographic recording, those artefacts should be
placed back in their exact original location and orientation so as not to confuse future interpretation of the Place. For this
reason, artefacts should not be collected from across the Place and photographed collectively, but should be recorded
individually.
Artefacts should also not be removed or disturbed for photographic purposes where they are still in stratigraphical context or
partially buried in the ground, except where this has been authorised by a CHMP or Permit

New South
Wales

The National Parks and
Wildlife Act 1975

4.1.G

Where printed photographs are included, they should be printed on a full A4 sheet. Printed photographs which have been cut
from an A4 sheet and loosely inserted with the Heritage Register form/component forms will not be accepted, as this causes
problems with scanning and archival storage.

Requirement
5.2 (Survey
requirements)

The archaeological survey must:



survey an area, on foot, for the purposes of discovering Aboriginal objects



be conducted in accordance with the sampling strategy above



be carried out using accurately defined and named survey units (refer Requirement 5.3 below)



include representative photographs of each survey unit and each landform present
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Jurisdiction

Legislation/Regulation

Section

Photographic Requirements

Requirement
5.2 (Survey
requirements)

Scales for photography

Table 2.2:
Additional
Requirement:
archaeological
test
excavation

n) Photographic and scale-drawn records of the stratigraphy/soil profile must be made.

Table 2.3
Additional
Requirement:
Stone artefact
recording

Requirements:

All photographs must include an appropriate graded metric scale – mm or cm graded scales (such as an International
Federation of Rock Art Organisations [IFRAO] standard scale) for macro artefact or feature photography, and tens of cm or m
graded scales (such as a range pole or surveying staff) for wider angle or context photography.

o) Photographic and scale-drawn records of finds or features, in particular those initiating further excavation for their definition,
must be made (No advisory notes)

1: Visible artefacts on the ground surface
a) Before picking up any artefact, the position of each artefact to be observed or recorded must be marked with a stake flag,
nail or similar.
b) Once their positions are marked, each artefact may then be picked up or moved and recorded (attributes, measurements,
photography or drawing).
c) The artefact must then be replaced to its precise original position prior to repeating the process for the next and subsequent
artefacts.
A sample of artefacts with secondary modification (‘retouch’) must be individually photographed, from at least two angles.
b) Up to six diagnostic or representative artefacts may be collected at a time for group photography or drawing without an
AHIP (subject to the restrictions below).
c) The artefacts must remain on site and must be returned to their precise original positions, as described in 1: Visible artefacts
on the ground surface, above.
d) Where informative, photographs showing the relationship of the surface conditions and artefacts (e.g. an area of particular
artefact density) must be photographed.
e) Photographs illustrating the context of the artefacts in relation to the wider landscape must be taken.
f) All photographs must include an appropriate graded metric scale – mm or cm graded scales (such as an IFRAO scale) for
macro artefact photography, and tens of cm or m graded scales (such as a range pole or surveying staff) for wider angle or
context photography.
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Jurisdiction

Legislation/Regulation

Section
Table 2.4:
Additional
Requirement
– rock art
Advisory
notes

Table 2.5
Additional
Requirement
- Carved and
Scarred Trees

Table 2.6
Additional
Requirement
– Middens

Photographic Requirements



Avoid, with the exception of necessity (scales, tape measures or drawing frames for recording), putting equipment on the
art or the surface containing the art



Photograph: context, landscape, shelter/feature/platform and setting at long-range and medium scales

Photograph: internal context to show location of panels and art panels and individual motifs – use the IFRAO scale (refer
www.cesmap.it/ifrao/scale.html); the scale must not be attached to the art panel surface with any adhesive media.



Cross-reference all photographs, drawings and records using consistent identifiers (e.g. indicate panels or photographs
on drawings).



Include a photographic record of good quality (at least 3 megapixel) electronic images to be submitted with the site
record.



Consider the format the photographic data is recorded and provided in. Recognising that practitioners will use a range of
digital cameras with differing capabilities in day-today activities, the preference for submission is (in order) RAW, TIFF,
JPG. For archival recording RAW is essential.

Photographs with a clearly visible, appropriately sized (mm or cm for close-ups, tens of cm or m for distance and context
graded metric scale must be taken showing:



The complete scar



Close up details of the scar where this is present and informative (e.g. tools marks)



The tree in its environmental context



Draw and photograph any obvious changes in midden stratigraphy where middens are visible in section.



Draw and photograph any features (e. g. pits or hearths) present

For collections returned to the location they originated from:
A full catalogue, including photographic and drawn records for diagnostic artefacts, must be made including:



grid coordinates derived as set out in Requirement 8



a site plan or mud map referring to permanent features



depth of burial, if buried



full photographic record of the disposition
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Jurisdiction

Legislation/Regulation

Section

Photographic Requirements

Queensland

Aboriginal Cultural Heritage
Act 2003

134

Apart from s.134 (legal enforcement right of photographic recording on entry to premises) there are no clauses related to
photographic recording, supply of documented images or archival recording

Heritage Act 1992

Western
Australia

This guideline specifies a method for preparing particular documents and photographs for lodgement within a secure and
permanent storage facility. It also specifies quality, technical and content requirements for recordings and information on the
approval and lodgement process. The guideline covers measured drawings and photographic images (film and digital). This
guideline has been written under section 173 of the Queensland Heritage Act 1992.
Act and
regulations
currently
under review

Act and
regulations
currently
under review



Artefacts should not be arranged for the arranged for the ‘perfect photo’. An individual is not allowed to move objects.



All artefact photos must be taken in situ. Specific site photographs (Artefact Scatter Ground photo (showing the scatter);
Selection of artefacts (a single artefact per photo); types and raw materials]



A group photo including all traditional owners and archaeologists should be undertaken at the end of each fieldtrip as a
record

49. Prohibition on publication
(1) Where an object has been classified as Aboriginal cultural material the Governor may, by Order in Council, prohibit the
photographing, copying or other reproduction of that object, or the publication of any such reproduction, either —
(a) absolutely; or
(b) except for such purposes and subject to such conditions
as the Minister may approve or impose, and any such prohibition extends to any object so nearly resembling the object to
which the prohibition relates as to be likely to deceive or be capable of being mistaken for the same.

A Guide to Preparing an
Archival Record

8

Archival records must fall within one of three categories – detailed, standard or photographic. The State Heritage Office will
determine the standard of record required for a particular place.
Photographs need to be in colour, of a high quality, and show the current state of the place. Colour photocopies of these will
also be accepted. Each image should be clearly labelled, with a description of what is depicted in the photograph and the date
it was taken. For more information about the requirements for digital photographs, please read the Digital Image Standards
fact sheet

Tasmania

Historic Cultural Heritage Act
1995

Act and
regulations
currently
under review

(2) The Heritage Register –
(a) is to be in any form the Heritage Council considers appropriate; and
(b) may consist of more than one document or record.
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Jurisdiction

Legislation/Regulation

Section

Photographic Requirements

Aboriginal Relics Act 1975

Act and
regulations
currently
under review

No clauses related to photographic recording, supply of documented images or archival recording

ACT

Heritage Act 2004

Part 3 Section
18

Heritage Council to keep adequate records, and encourage others to keep adequate records, in relation to heritage places and
objects;

Northern
Territory

Heritage Act 2011

Part 5.3

105 (1) (d) Powers of heritage officers on entry of places
A heritage officer who enters a place under Part 5.2 may do any of the following:
(d)

take photographs, films or audio, video or other recordings of the place or anything found on the place;

Photographic recording may be subject to Heritage Branch scope of works

South
Australia



In all cases, recording of objects and places must be undertaken before disturbance



Required to apply the policies of AACAI

Heritage Act 2011

Chapter 6
Administrative
matters; Part
6.1 Heritage
Council
Division 4
Miscellaneous
matters

An entry in the register for a heritage place or object declared under Part 2.2 must: (b) contain a description of it; (5) However,
the register must not include information that under Aboriginal tradition must be kept secret.

Aboriginal Heritage Act 1988

Act and
regulations
currently
under review

Accompanying documentation - What documentation is included with the site card? photographs audio recordings. A record
means—(a) a documentary record; (b) a record made by an electronic, electromagnetic, photographic or optical process; (c)
any other kind of record

Aboriginal Heritage Act 1988

23

A person must not, without the authority of the Minister:
(a) damage, disturb or interfere with any Aboriginal site; or (b) damage any Aboriginal object; or (c) where any Aboriginal
object or remains are found: (i) disturb or interfere with the object or remains; or (ii) remove the object or remains. Penalty: (a)
in the case of a body corporate - $50,000; (b) in any other case - $10,000 or imprisonment for 6 months.
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Jurisdiction

Legislation/Regulation

Section

Photographic Requirements

GUIDELINE 2 Section 20 of
the Aboriginal Heritage Act
1988

Guideline 2
(Section 20)

When reporting a discovery, provision of the following information is important:

Heritage Act 1993



Photos of the site (if available);



When sites have been located, either incidentally or through cultural heritage surveys, they must be recorded to the
highest standard and protected, to ensure compliance with the Aboriginal Heritage Act 1988.



The standard for site recording in South Australia is the Aboriginal Heritage Branch site card.

Guideline 9

When taking photos ensure that you have photos showing details of the site the extent of the site; location of the site in the
local environment; and recognisable landmarks, to enable relocation of the site in the future.

Part 7 (Right
of Entry) 39
(2)

If the Authority considers it necessary, a person authorised by the Authority may enter and inspect a place, or specimens or
artefacts in a place, for the purpose of determining or recording the heritage value of the place or determining whether a
heritage agreement entered into under this Act is being, or has been, complied with.
The authorised person may make photographic or other records of the place or specimens or artefacts.

Heritage Act 1993

Part 7
(Evidence) 44

A certified copy of an entry in the Register, or inventory attached to the Register, is admissible in legal proceedings and, in the
absence of evidence to the contrary, is to be taken as proof of the entry to which it relates and its contents.
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